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Patty Burke
Cyreis Schmitt
Mitch Vance

In the past couple of weeks I have had the chance to talk with several crabbers in
Garibaldi and also Newport thanks to the Salmon meetings. They were asked some of the
questions we have been tossing over at our advisory meetings.

1. Pot Limits: Overall everyone is in favor of keeping the 500 limit in effect. To
eliminate latent permits and make several of the crabbers happy after receiving a
lower pot limit due to past history, we can allow permit stacking up to the
maximum of 500. It does not matter what permit you purchase to stack, the most
anyone can have is 500. We might have a problem with the additional tier of 400
due to a 200 permit holder purchasing the additional 200 from someone. Allow
this stacking for a One Year One Time basis only. Allow permit transfers every
two years AFTER the one year purchase period is over. All permits must be
fished or lost Any permit without a set number of poundage landings after a two
year limit will be lost and taken off the books. The appeal board could regulate
out the problems that will arise.

2. Dept. of Ag in the price negations: Leave the ODF&W pre-season testing in
place. When our crab have reached the marketable standard already in"place,
ODF&W will set the season opener and the pre-season soak date. Leave the
marketing up to the individual boats and their buyers. Keep the free market
ability.

3. Pot tag replacement: If I heard it right Washington has a 5% each 30 day period to
a maximum of 15%. This was the favorite of crabbers talked to.

4. Log Book: The general attitude was not favorable until the Wave Energy and
Conservation group problems were talked about. It seems the lesser of two evils
and they were willing to go along with the log book idea

5. Pot Tags: Most were happy with what they got with a few ideas, add boat name
and phone number. Most wanted a change in color each year to keep our illegal
boat's from reusing last year's tags. Some want all the old tags mailed back each
year to ODF&W prior to receiving the ones for the new year.

6. Tag Replacement for stuck pots: You put them in the ocean, you should be able to
keep on them with the limitations put in place. Big boat or small, they are your
responsibility. No tag replacement for stuck pots.

Thanks,
DarusPeake
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The Port Orford Seafood Marketing Association Marketing Association has r~ached a consensus on the
following Issues:

PERMIT STACKING:We are not in favor of permit stacking at this time. We propose a three year
moratorium on any changes to the crab pot limit plan (2006-2007 season Is year one of this three year
moratorium). Our past experience with limited entry and other effort control programs in fisheries is
that you need a period of time to review the positive and negative aspects of the system. After three
years the state should reconvene fishermen and analyze the changes that are needed to improve the
fishery, if any.

TAG REPLACEMENT:We do not support a tag replacement program. There is not a viable process to
enforce or monitor who lost their pots. We oppose setting up a program that Is not enforceable. The
benefit of no replacement tags is that fishermen will maintain their gear regularly. They can move their
gear off the beach In a storm. This wUlllmlt bad fishing practices that wlllieilve excess gear In the water
that affects other fisheries. And this will increase honesty In the fishery by not having to verify lost geer
claims.

~~
Leslie Anderson
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Suggestion for reasonable approach to
crab industry structure

Attend the Oregon Dungeness crab industry sUlnmit to
support a 3 year status-quo on changes to the crab pot
program.

Oregon fishermen need to work under the existing pot limit
program for at least 3 years to understand the impacts and
identify the problems that require changes. Over 3 seasons
we will develop a solid understanding of any necessary
changes to iimprove the pot limit program.
We support STATUS QUO-NO POT STACKING. What are

we fixing? Crab policy, as it relates to the goals in the
original crab pot limitation plan,and the goals stated in the
pot stacking plan,are basically the same.

Potential/draft goals for a pot stacking plan:
1. Retain and economically viable and sustainably managed
fishery.
2. Provide more opportunity (beyond transfers, sale, etc.) for
permit holders to adjust their pot limits.
3. Reduce the number of underutilized permits (effect will
over-capitalize permits)
4. Retain opportunity for new entrants ( intent here is for
young fishers to have opportunity)
5. Limit effort shifts from other Oregon fisheries or other
West Coast fisheries
6. Retain 150,000 as the goal for the maximun1 number of
pots in use
7. Maintain a simple tier structure (Le., do not Ichange the
basis for the OFWC pot limit program adopted in 2006)
8. Minimize activation of inactive gear
9. Administratively simple
10.Enforceable



As it relates to these overall goals, stacking defeats 8 of the
10 and is only an advantage to 2.
Our support is directed to Option A because of this
extremely lopsided effect on the goals. A 3 year moratorium
allows time to determine if the initial pot limits are working
and meeting the listed goals.
As we've gone through the pot stacking process, and the
fleet expresses it's continued concerns on the original goals
through to this point, it becomes clear that the need for
historical data to support what combination of these goals
will benefit the industry in a positive way.
As for the other options, it's trying to prOVidea solutions for

problems that are not clearly defined or may not even exist
in the real world. As for an example, the potential that
Oregon has for capitol investment in tl1e crab fishery,
affected by Washington buy-out program, a stacking policy
developed at this time is not going to protect the unearned,
over-capitalized investment from them or anyone else for
that matter.



r---7r
Port Orford

Seafood Marketing Association
PO Box 679

541-332-0627

Patty Burke, Marine Resources Program
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
2040 SEMarine Science Drive
Newport, OR 97365

Our organization represents 23 Port Orford crab boats. In preparation for the Crab Summit we have the
following comments regarding permit/pot stacking in the Oregon Dungeness crab fishery.

We do not support a crab permit/pot stacking program. We support a three year moratorium for any
changes to the present crab pot limit program. We believe the industry needs to work under the existing
program for at least three years to identify the exact issues that need to be addressed. Changes to the
program right now will not be informed by a fair examination of how well the program does, or does not
work. You don't know in one year.

WA is in the final stages of implementing a buyback program for their crab fishery. Oregon needs to wait
until this process is completed before changing OR crab management. We do not want to encourage out
of state investment. A three year moratorium will provide the time needed to carefully examine, and
allow ourselves time to understand, the WA buyback program impacts so that we can decided how to
protect ourselves from the huge influx of cash going directly to WA fishermen that may reinvest in the
Oregon crab fishery.

We strongly support retaining the 200 pot limit tier. The 200 pot tier is as a tool for new entrants-
clearly this is the most affordable way to get into fishing when there is limited opportunity for new
entrants. This is about keeping another small business-or allowing a big business to get bigger. Also,
the 200 pot tier helps support a strong price. The more businesses-the more competitive the market.
The three tier economic dynamic promotes a more aggressive market. When you stack permits the
people that gain an advantage will disadvantage the rest of the industry by consolidating production and
lowering the price.

OPTION A complies with the stated goals put out by ODFW for the crab fishery-permit stacking does
not meet the stated goals. Stacking will reduce the opportunity for new entrants, stacking will take
inactive gear and make it active, stacking promotes effort shift to the large over-capitalized boats.

Sincerely,

~~
Leslie Anderson, President





AlTEND TIIE OREGON DUNGENESS CRAB INDUSTRY SUMMIT TO
SUPPORT A 3 YEAR MORATORIUM ON CHANGES TO TIIE CRAB

POT PROGRAM.

Oregon fishermen need to work under the existing pot limit program for at
least 3 years to understand the impacts and identify the problems that
require changes. After 3 seasons we will have a solid understanding of any
necessary changes to improve the pot limit ,program.

We support STATUS QUO - NO POT STACKING. What are we fixing?
Pot stacking is for a select few boats that want to continue to overcapitalize
the crab fishery and is not in the best interest of our industry.

ATTEND THE CRAB SUMMIT in Gold Beach, Oregon July 30-31. This is
your chance to get your opinion on the record with the ODFW' Commission.
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Item #1
Information displayed on bouy tags- ODFW's proposal for one side bouy tag
informations seems fine to us.

Item #2
Bouy marking - The only historical way to permantly mark a bouy is to brand the number
into the bouy itself. This makes it permanent. My concern there is the expense and time
involved in replacing bouys that have multiple brand numbers. Before this is
implemented it seems that if we could get a coast wide 10 for each individual that would
identify you whether you were fishing in Oregon, Washington, or California. If this is the
time to organize and simplify by the proposed deadline, 2 years and/or 2010, lets make
sure that the process is complete before implemented to minimize expense and
piece-meal approach.

Item #3
Standard tag replacement criteria- Port Orford does not agree that replacement tags
should be issued. You have your pot limit and that should be sufficient. We can all see
the reasons why this would benefit overall Oregon crab regulations and enforcement.
That being said, the proposal seems sufficient with no relaxation of the process to gain
replacement tags.

Item #4
Legal gear definition- Proposal is fine.

Item #5
Fishing multiple permits and gear belonging to inoperable vessels- Proposal is fine.

Item #6
Permit transfer requirements-We support the traditional 60 month waiting period and
minimum landing requirements to transfer permits. Any change to these requirements,
will effect the tradional makeup of the fleet.

Item #7
Log books- We understand that pertinent fishery information is of great importance.
The practicality of written log books is flawed. From the vessel operators capibilities to
record the data. given the invironment (boat size, weather, accuracy, dislexia) many
reasons can cause errors in the data collection. This leads us to question how this
information is brought through the process to understand the particular fishery historical
practises. Given the current technology. it is unacceptable that those at the state and
federal level aren't moving forward with an economical ,practical. and efficient method
of collecting this data through individual GPS chip recording capabilities. Not only will
this data be saved in an efficient form and easily corralated with fish ticket information



through computer programs, the expense is greatly reduced and the data is there for
historical posterity.

This is Port Orford Fishermen's Seafood Marketing Association's position. Our
organization represents 21 boats.Thank you very much for your consideration.



From: Mitch Vance [MitchVance@state.or.us]

Sent: Tuesday, March 13,20079:37 AM

To: POTS Crab

SUbject: email from Chris Aiello

Hi Mitch Blaine and I are sitting here this morning, and we were discussing how the group is going
to approach the different issues, giving each of our points of view. In that we have a on a
percentage basis equal representation of the particular tears. One of our fears is those that have
more than one permit in the different tiers will be overrepresented in the process. Though their
perspectives should be taken into account, but I think it's important to understand that the number
of people with multiple permits is a very small percentage of the overall fleet. We feel that through
the formation of the policies of permits stacking, transfers, the maximum number pots and tear
limits. We feel that through fleet surveys majority should rule on all these issues, though the group
can come up with proposals. They should all be put to the fleet as a whole for a majority
consensus.
This is just some thoughts we had overnight and wanted to convey them to you. Thank you very
much

Mitch Vance
Shellfish Project Leader
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
Marine Resources Program
2040 SE Marine Science Drive
Newport, OR 97365
541-867 -0300 ext. 233
mitch .vance@state.or.us

mailto:.vance@state.or.us


From: Mitch Vance [MitchVance@state.or.us]

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2007 8:14 AM

To: POTS Crab; Patty Burke; SCHMITT Cyreis C

SUbject: FYI email from Eric Huddleston

From: Huddleston [mailto:hiline@seasurf.net]
Sent: Saturday, April 21, 2007 7:55 AM
To: Mitch Vance
Subject:

After listening to the conference call yesterday and having some time to digest the information I would like to
input the following.

First off it seems the state and the commission is pretty happy with the upper tier being 500 pots. Most of the
crabbers I talk with, the first thing that comes out of their mouth is keep the upper limit at 500 (most of these guys own
upper tier permits). It sounds as if 500 pots are not causing fishermen undo hardship i.e. the top boats are still catching
most of the crab. So even though I said yes when the question was asked, "Do you believe the upper tier boats should
be able to stack if the lower tiers can?" I think I would like to recant that and say no. I do think there should be a
mechanism, other than purchasing a 500 pot permit, for the lower tiered boats to become economically feasible.

If I had the autonomy to create a stacking plan it would be the following. The upper tiers remain at 500 pots.
The lower tiers would be able to stack but only to 400 pots thereby preserving the advantage of the upper tier. Two 300
pot permits, a 200 and 300 pot permit, or three 200 pot permits would allow a person to fish 400 pots. I would not
impose a size restriction, as long as one of the permits fit the vessel it wouldn't matter how big a boat the other permit
(s) came from. I would implement a poundage limmit, say 10,000 pounds in 4 of the previous 5 years, for a permit to be
stackable. By doing away with the size restriction it would be easier and most likely cheaper for a person to obtain a
stackable permit and further reduce the overall number of permits. A poundage limit would address the problem of
unused or underutilized permits becoming a commodity, valuable just for the fact it's a permit.

As it stands now 433 permits have the ability to fish 151,400 pots under the plan above if all the lower tiers were
stacked (they wouldn't be because most of the smaller tiers wouldn't meet the poundage requirement but for simplicity's
sake let say they do) 295 permits would be able to fish 133,600 pots.

One of the other issues that was brought up at the conference call and even though it doesn't have a lot of
bearing on a stacking program it is a huge issue for those of us fishing the northern coast. That was the buyback in
Washington and in particular the impact it will have on us with all the duel permitted vessels in our area. If a vessel has
both Oregon and Washington permits and the Washington permit gets bought back the Oregon permit needs to go
away with it. If these guys sell back their Washington permits and are allowed to keep their Oregon permits it will just
create more effort on our side of the river and I do believe I heard wording that stated the buyback should not cause
hardships in Oregon.



From: PattyBurke
Sent: Sunday,April 22, 2007 9:33 PM
To: SCOTTHARTZELL
Subject: RE:OregonCommercialFisherman

ThanksScott, it helpsto havea specificplanfor qualificationfor the advisorsto react to. I also forwardedyour
commentsto OSP/JeffSamuels; we needto modifythe pot/buoysystemand your ideasare good. thanksfor
sendingthem. -Patty

From: SCOTTHARTZELL[mailto:scottandterry@msn.com]
Sent: Sun4/22/2007 9:22 PM
To: BurkePatty
Cc: EnglundJohn; MitchVance
Subject: OregonCommercialFisherman

Thanks for the admirable job you and your staff are doing with regard to your continuing progress
on permit stacking issues.

I would like to offer suggestions related to future pot stacking. These ideas are also viewed favorably
by some of the most longtime participants.

1. To be a participant in Oregon Dungeness pot stacking program: An individual would have to
have been individually licensed for commercial fishing in Oregon 7 out of the last 8 years, starting back
from 2007, no exceptions, no review board.

2. The only Oregon permits that would be eligible to stack are those in which attained at least 2,000
pounds of crabs landed in Oregon 3 out of the last 4 years [these years being 03/04, 04/05, 05/06,
06/07 ]. Again no exceptions, no review board. If the permit didn't achieve this criteria, it would
receive a lifetime designation as non
stackable.

3. Please tighten up rules with with regard to Oregon's harvest of Dungeness. If one were to survey
the fleet on violations that fishers observed at sea this year, I believe the results would show that this
season's at sea violations out-numbered all other years' combined. The biggest step forward would be
that pots could only be redeployed by permit entities that were previously registered to the buoys that
belong to that trap for that specific season. For instance, prior to 07/08 Oregon Dungeness season,
each permit holder would have to summit high definition photos with sharp background contrast of the
buoys they intended to fish for the up-coming season to O.D.F.&W. The application submitted for float
identification would also contain a registered number that is solely used specifically towards an Oregon
Dungeness limited entry permit. This number couldn't be used in another states' Dungeness fishery
although a buoy could possess another state's number along with Oregon's number.



Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cyreis Schmitt [Cyreis.C.Schmitt@state.or.us]
Monday, May 14,20079:23 AM
Crab Pots
Patty Burke
FW: Jerry Bates crab pot proposal

-----Original Message-----
From: Jerry Bates [mailto:jbates@newportnet.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 13, 2007 9:55 AM
To: Cyreis Schmitt
Cc: Mitch Vance
Subject: crab pot proposal

Hi Cyreis. I have been doing some idea tossing around with a group of fishermen here, most
are in the terrible position of the 200 pot tier.
Some
were in 300 and a few including myself were in the 500 tier. Hopefully you could show this
to Patty and Mitch. It is thinking out of the box but creativity here is what we so badly
need.

I reiterated most of what went on at the last meeting we had to our group here, especially
the objections from the larger tiers towards the smallest tier getting pushed up to a 300.
Where those in the 200 tier only feel like it is justified as we are below a level to be
viable, jealousy of "if he get's it, I get it" made that a politically tough issue.

So here is the gist of a new idea that I would like to have you guys look at, it does
several things:
1) allows all tiers to recoup some of their lost gear 2)restores some economic viability
to all tiers 3)Treats all tiers equally so no favoritism can be charged 4)retains the
seniority level of gear for top tier holders 5)avoids financial hardships to implement
especially since the tier system
has reduced the income of so many
6) Is easy to enforce
7)Maintains the ideal level of gear being fished (150,000) 8)keeps non-producer gear
status quo (dory fleet) 9)Stops the "gold rush" for permits to stack thus lessens the
hardship of new entrants to buy in.

A) Leave the dory permits (non-transferable) at 200. It is easy to document that much if
not all of this gear is not fished so it should be in the "not counted" bracket of the
total gear fished. When any of the small boat gear is fished, much of the larger boats
have already left the fishery for shrimp, drag or other states such as Washington or
Alaska. This voids the gear crowding issue raised on this portion.

B)Raise the lowest tier above the Dory fleet to 300, the existing 300 move to 400, the
existing 500 go to 600, so we have 300,400&600. Now we have made an equal upgrade to all
boats, several will opt to not fish the entire amount just as is happening today but the
opportunity treats all permit holders equally.

It keeps the existing tier groups to a small number that was desired, it allows everyone
to better remain viable and the total gear fished stays at or very close to the 150,000.
This is a number which does not have to be in stone, there is always the lost gear or
unfished allocations out of the total allocated each year further lessening the total. It
doesn't create a bidding war for permits to stack and the general feeling in our group
(10 )
was that since a cap would be in place of say 700, higher tiers would actually be reducing
gear allocated by only stacking 100 pots. An example is a 600 pot buys a 300 pot permit,
he can stack 100 to hit 700 and the rest of the gear allocated goes away. a 300 pot tier
buys a 500 and stacks 400 so another 100 goes away. A 300 pot buys a 300 and can stack all

1



300 but has the same cap of 700. All boats get treated equally. No size restriction would
be necessary as much gear stacked goes away from the overall cap.

Our thought here was by allowing small permits to stack up to the cap, same as the larger
boats, we are still treating all fishers fair. It keeps the values of the permits to a
level where most can afford to stack if they wish. We felt a large tier vessel would weigh
carefully how much he would pay for a 300 tier to only stack 100 pots. This helps those in
the smaller league who have been hit the hardest financially (one cannot make money with
200 pots on a boat 40' or larger, just impossible). Larger vessels (I have
two) also took a hit but not as severe as they had more pots remaining regardless of what
they stored. Another idea is that only current possessors of 500 pot tiers (they would be
600 under this plan) can stack to 700 but this defies their cries of unfairness when we
mentioned raised the 200 tier to 300. Fair in our eyes means all can reach the same level
if they wish to invest.

This is especially helpful to the small tier fleet who are the least financially able to
upgrade. Most will stay at the 300 pot tier as it fits boats under 50 feet. A few will
upgrade but we all felt many would not just as many with 500 tiers are selling and getting
the 300 tier. No one wants a 200 tier unless for stacking as it just will not work for
anything but a 26'
or less who fishes very part-time. The landings made (or not made) will verify that. I
believe we had 330 permits active in crab last year or around 115-120,000 pots at the
early part of the year. Adding 100 pots to all but the dory fleet raises us to the 150 or
slightly over but it is highly doubtful there will ever be a 100% gear effort in Oregon.
Looking at the landings under 25,000 lbs shows there is only a small portion of the
permitee's who actually fish full-time for a living. Dual permitted boats will fish the
best area, smaller boats will not fish their allotment and larger boats leave the fishery
very rapidly after January 1. By March 1, I would be half the gear is out of the water.

We wanted to have this option as it allows everyone to get back a portion of their
historical gear fished with no added financial burden imposed. Now that we have the
numbers on gear fished to verify what many of knew, I for one can see no huge issue with
his and I hope we do not get embroiled in details over whether 140,000 150,000 160,000
either makes or breaks the fishery. On poor years, many larger vessels will simply not
fish or will leave the fishery very quickly. This year, I would bet 80,000+ pots were
beached by Mar 1.

Well there is the rough draft. I hope we can discuss this further. I am willing to spend
more time if requested.
Thanks.
Jerry



Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cyreis Schmitt [Cyreis.C.Schmitt@state.or.us]
Monday, May 14,20079:23 AM
Crab Pots
Patty Burke
FW: Jerry Bates more on crab

-----Original Message-----
From: Jerry Bates [mailto:jbates@newportnet.com]
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2007 8:31 AM
To: Cyreis Schmitt
Cc: Mitch Vance
Subject: more on crab

permits that have not made a landing(s) of at least 5,000 lbs total in each of two of the
past 5 years would not be stackable. This stops latent gear growth. The intent here was to
make the crabbers who are full-time fishermen viable again, especially those stuck in the
low tiers. For a boat 45-65', 300 pots is really not adequate and I think guys with boats
this size like Jeff F, Al Pazar and Bob Spelbrink who each have the 500 tier would attest
that they do not want to drop down and fish only 300 pots for the above reason.

I do hope attention is given to the fact that lots of gear currently allocated is not
being fished and much will never be due to the small size of the vessels the gear was
allocated to. It is practically impossible for vessels under 30' to fish 200 pots in an
effective manner. Small boats can barely carry 6-10 pots at a time. Most that do fish wait
until Springtime with better weather and this is when most of the larger boats have quit
the fishery. Thus we will never see the whole allotted amount of gear in the water at the
same time and this keeps us in the limit of 150,000 max. I seriously do not believe that,
under my option here, we would ever hit this number. Ask any 19-30' vessel how much they
want to fish December and January. The landing data should substantiate this. By the first
of January, we start seeing several vessels leave the fishery and this number rapidly
increases towards March 1.

Anyway, this is one option I and our group (not all from Newport) seriously want to have
placed on the plate. I am sure as it gets reviewed by others, there will be lots of "oh
no's" especially by those that have the exact amount of gear they want and are trying to
disallow any others to get back to where we can survive. It is difficult to separate
"self-serve" from the interest of the industry. I am trying hard here to help the entire
fleet, all tier groups, in a fair and balanced way so that all serious fishermen can go
back to making a profit for themselves, crew and families. As it sits now, many of us are
being forced from the fishery. I do not think this was the intent of a pot limit program
that is now in place.
Thanks.
Jerry



Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cyreis Schmitt [Cyreis.C.Schmitt@state.or.us]
Thursday, May 24, 2007 7:56 AM
Crab Pots
FW: Advisory call

-----Original Message-----
From: Jerry Bates [mailto:jbates@newportnet.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2007 10:25 PM
To: Cyreis Schmitt
Subject: Advisory call

I have a medical appointment at 10:30 tomorrow so I may miss all or part of the call. I
would like to comment on certain items for discussion:

I like the larger tag number as it is very difficult in adverse weather or night to read
the smaller numbers.

Some of us fish the same gear in two or more states, each state having a different marking
requirement. For example, California requires their state permit number to be marked on
each buoy as does Oregon. It is not economically practical for a crabber to have different
buoys marked for use in each state. Thus, in my case, I have a California number and an
Oregon number on the same buoy. We need to be able to have more than one number marked for
this reason. I have no problem branding as we have always done so.

This is a problem that has shown it self as many of us lost way more than 10% of our gear
this season. Losses of 20-40% have been reported to me.
Being able to replace only 10% of one's gear means we are not able to even fish our
permitted number of pots when losses exceed 10%. This poses a serious burden on all
fishermen and is especially severe when one is at the low tier level which is nearly
impossible to remain viable with all 200 pots. I feel we should incorporate a monthly
replacement of lost gear that allows us to remain at our permitted number. Why limit us to
only 10% loss?
We have our gear quotas and should be allowed to replace gear lost. One could incorporate
a severe punishment for anyone caught knowing and willfully violating this. Gear lost is
sometimes found at a dock or in a different area. When this occurs, the operator should
report the found gear and remove either the replacement or original tag and surrender it
to ODF&W.
We seriously need help on this issue.

I whole-heartedly support easing of this restriction now in place. It was intended for the
10foot/5 year rule that is now ended. I would support a once per season (Nov 30 through
Aug 15) transfer but find 18 months a better solution than the existing 60 month rule.

If you could incorporate these comments to the discussion, I would appreciate it and
thanks to you all for your help on these numerous issues.
Jerry



Patty Burke

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim and Cheryl Gagnon Ucgagnon@netscape.com)
Wednesday, July 18, 20078:56 AM
Patty Burke
Crab Summit, July 30-31

I heard you've been out of the office for a while. I sent you an e-mail last Thursday,
this is a follow up. I've been commercial fishing on my own boat for 29 years, and it has
been my sole source of income. I have one of the four, three hundred pot permits that has
no landings since
2001. I am concerned about any actions that might be under
consideration for these permits, as I have contacted Mike Lane, the Bandon pot stacking
subcommittee member, and he told me he knew nothing whatsoever and told me to contact you
on this subject. He was not interested in any input, or talking to me about the pot
stacking ideas.
It concerns me that there may be some ideas on the board that might be detrimental to the
future use of these permits. As I am geared up and ready to use my permit in the coming
season, the lack of information has me greatly concerned, as explained in my previous e-
mail.

I have read the potential/draft goals for a pot stacking plan, and reducing the number
of underutilized permits, #3, and #4 retain opportunity for new entrants seem to
contradict each other greatly. #5 limiting effort shifts from other Oregon fisheries and
West Coast fisheries is already accomplished by limited entry crab permits and pot limits.

Any information you have would be or ideas that you know of that are on the board
would be helpful.



Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
SUbject:

Cyreis Schmitt [Cyreis.C.Schmitt@state.or.us]
Thursday, July 19, 2007 10:40 AM
Crab Pots
Patty Burke
FW: Question

-----Original Message-----
From: Beasley [mailto:crabby@willapabay.org]
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2007 8:31 AM
To: SCHMITT Cyreis C
Subject: Question

1) New NO FISHING ZONES including but not limited to - Wave Energy
Parks,
Open Ocean Aquaculture, Marine Reserves, Heritage Areas - Cumulative
impacts that will have a tremendous impact on Oregon crab fishing -
Oregon
legislature is really pushing renewable energy & just passed legislation
pushing wave parks, project 10 - 12.5% of ALL Oregon electricty could be
generated from wave energy parks somewhere between 500 & 600 megawatts
of
power - we estimate this at around 35,000 wave bouys & connecting wires
to
shore all before 2025 - All NO FISHING ZONES. The fleet really needs to
be
made aware of the potential impact. OSU presentations on the wave
energy
parks have not told the whole story to the fishing fleet.

2) Heritage areas are just re-named marine reserves which the governor
is
psuhing legacy over what really might be good for coastal communities &
is
another way to move this ahead with consequences of a cumulative impact
along with all other NO FISHING ZONES.

3) do you have info on repositioning of fleet landings by inidviduals
Those that had pre-200l landings
Those that did not have pre-200l landings

360-244-0096
crabby@willapabay.org

mailto:crabby@willapabay.org


Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim and Cheryl Gagnon [jcgagnon@netscape.com]
Tuesday, July 31, 2007 7:04 AM
POTS Crab
Pot stacking

We are very concerned about the pot stacking issue. While we have no arguments with the
idea of pot stacking, we believe that those stacking permits should be required to use the
current length limit of a 10 foot increase that currently applies to transfer of permits.

Put simply, a 50 ft boat should not be able to buy a 30 ft. permit to stack onto their
existing permit, they should have to find a 40+ ft permit that can be increased under the
current transfer rules, to fit their 50 ft boat.
This leave the fleet at it's traditional size, and helps prevent over-capitalization.

Jim and Cheryl Gagnon
F/V Nelma II



Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Cyreis Schmitt [Cyreis.C.Schmitt@state.or.us]
Tuesday, August 28,20074:16 PM
Patty Burke; Mitch Vance; Jean McCrae
Crab Pots
FW: crab analysis

-----Original Message-----
From: Leesa [mailto:poort@carrollsweb.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2007 4:12 PM
To: Cyreis Schmitt
Subject: crab analysis

As you know, Port Orford is supporting 3yr status quo, no changes to the crab pot limit
program until we know what needs to be changed. In the spirit of proposing the analysis
that may be useful, we have the following list:

l)Of the boats that used the permit transfer to improve their situation, how did the
transfer improve/impact their business (did they land more crab, less, the same?)?

2)How many boats are upgrading (fishing more gear than in the past) vs how many boats are
new entrants to the crab fishery?

3)Of the 30-40 boats that claim an economic hardship, how many of them bought in after
2001?

4)Did the harvest rate slow down with the first year of pot limits?
Was the price affected by slowing down harvest-if it was slowed down?

We're passing this on to you for consideration as the Department analyzes next years
fishery.

Thank you,
Leesa



From: thad potter [fvmooncapUhad2007@yahoo.com]

Sent: Friday, September 07,20073:11 PM

To: POTS Crab

Subject: communicating

Hello I just bring a heads up on your bouy tag change did you think about how much easyer it will be for the
theives now that they know what boat this tag belongs to? this is still a problem in this fishery it will let them
know if the owner of the pot is around or not.one more thing about permit stacking when the reserves and
wave bouys go in were will anybody be abel to put the pots that they have now if stacking is allowed this
might be the tool needed to corpatize the fishery wich was mentioned as no no in the magnuson act. or did
that get changed too? thank for your time 200 pot FN Moon Thad S. Potter



Cyreis Schmitt

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim and Cheryl Gagnon [jcgagnon@netscape.com]
Sunday, September 09, 2007 9:37 AM
POTS Crab
Unattended gear

We would like to comment on the current proposal for unattended gear.
A 14 day period is a ridiculously short amount of time during the winter on the Oregon
Coast. Many times the weather is bad enough to prevent smaller vessels from going out for
more than 14 days. Only the captain of an individual vessel is able to make the
determination as to whether the conditions are safe for his vessel to leave port. Many
times during the winter it is impossible for smaller vessels to get out for weeks at a
time, and penalizing them for their inability to pull gear only puts a greater strain on
the entire industry. The potential for loss of life by vessel owners being forced to fish
inclement weather to avoid fines is staggering. Having to remove pots from the water or
face fines practically amounts to being asked to commit either financial or actual
suicide. Law enforcement officers are not qualified to make these
decisions for us, it is not their lives at stake.
This is our first season working our permit, and as a 35' boat, there are many times in
the summer when it is impossible for us to fish, due to weather conditions. We can easily
foresee the possibility of being stuck in port for more than 14 days in the winter, due to
the size of our vessel and our lack of experience. A 14 day landing window almost
guarantees that many small vessels like ours will be forced out of the industry. We do
not believe that this is what the Oregon Crab Commission intended when these rules were
drafted.
We feel that any time limits on unattended gear shorter than 30 days will cripple the
industry, and result in tremendous loss of life and financial hardship.

Jim and Cheryl Gagnon
F!V Nelma II
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